
BACKGROUND
House of Funk, established in 2019, is a craft brewery and coffee 

roaster in North Vancouver, embracing the funky side of life. 

With a strong identity, a unique venue and a high quality of 

products, the company already succeed in building a very good 

reputation and a supportive online community.  

Very recently, the brand has launched two new projects:  

• House of Lager, using premium ingredients and Old World processes 

to produce exceptional lagers, and playing with the brand’s name 

• And for the first time they open a kitchen and created a brand 

new menu, now available at the North Van location. 

W W W . H O U S E O F F U N K B R E W I N G . C O M

https://www.canadianbeernews.com/2020/06/16/house-of-funk-brewing-launches-house-of-lager-project-with-bavarian-lagerbier/
https://www.facebook.com/houseoffunkbrewing/posts/502845613751382
https://www.facebook.com/houseoffunkbrewing/posts/502845613751382
http://WWW.HOUSEOFFUNKbrewing.COM


House of Funk (HOF) is accelerating its development, 

focusing on high-quality products: craft beers, local 

producers and coffee beans.  

Yet, on the new menu, for now, there is no dessert. 

An excellent opportunity of crowdsourcing campaign 

would be to create a unique dessert, called  

HOUSE OF HEAVEN, made with the HOF coffee beans, 

while involving the customers in the process of creation 

(contest). 

OPPORTUNITY



Promotion Customer involvement Menu enhancement 

By launching a contest to find an 

exclusive recipe made of one of its own 

ingredients, HOF will make the promotion 

of its products (coffee bean), its new 

service (the Kitchen), and overall the 

brand itself. 

The promotion will eventually lead to 

more traffic onsite and more online sale.

GOALS & OBJECTIVES

By involving the customers in each step of 

the process (creation, selection, 

consumption, promotion) and rewarding 

them, the brand shows that it values them.  

It is a good way to strengthen ties with the 

consumers. 

It is also about addressing a new target 

market. 

Last but not least, the menu would be 

more complete with a hint of sweet! 

Plus, involving professional (critics, the 

team, cooks…) and the customer opinion 

is almost a guarantee to offer a good 

final product.



Not enough participation
Usually, amateur cooks are passionate! But are they 

ready to take up this challenge? If the participation is 

still very low in the middle of the roadmap, let’s analyze 

why: is the information publicized enough? If yes, why 

people are not willing to participate? And adjust.

No media partnership
If no media is onboard to cover the event, it’s gonna reduce the 

promotion impact. All the efforts should then be made on the virtual 

communities.

Terrible dessert suggestions!
Unlikely… yet let’s be careful and plan the final step of 

the creation in the HOF kitchen with the HOF team, in 

case the recipe needs to be enhanced a bit!

RISKS & LIMITATIONS

Lost control of the brand image
Sure, the brand is looking for participation. Yet, so far HOF was really in 

control of the content: high quality, very exclusive, FUNKy, hipster… 

House of Funk needs to encourage -in a positive way- the participants 

to post the best quality content they can.



AVERAGE ENGAGEMENT RATE

Tracking likes, shares, comments on the 

campaign posts would be a good way to 

see if it provokes enthusiasm (in 

comparison to the “usual feed”) and 

eventually adjust. 

METRICS

BRAND AWARENESS

The success of the initiative can be measured 

by the number of mentions @hof 

(after the official launch compared to the 

previous month) + the dedicated hashtag 

#houseofheaven (or houseofheavenvancouver if 

the brand wants to create its own) on any social 

media platforms.  

Set up a Google alert if no subscription to a 

professional social media tool is not considered. 

Press releases should be included.

Once the dessert is on the menu,  

in the press and by the consumers. 

QUALITATIVE REVIEWS

Note: since a dedicated page will be created on the website with the rules, pictures, partners… it would be imperative to watch the analytics 



The campaign will target 2 audiences amongst this virtual community.

The primary target, early adopters of the brand, who will share 
and encourage people around them to participate (ambassadors).

TARGET AUDIENCE
The Vancouverite Foodies

The secondary target, the amateur cooks, 
who will participate in the contest.

No gender target  
(equal mix men and women)

Millennials Greater Vancouver 



PRIMARY TARGET

Sean is 32 and lives in North Vancouver with his  

girlfriend and their dog. They both work and have  

a decent purchasing power. 

He is very comfortable with social media and new 

technologies that he uses daily. He follows and supports 

the brands, venues and public figures he likes on social 

media (Norco, Mec, Chocolate Skateboard, Commodore 

Ballroom…).  

He cares about environment, his family, human and 

animal rights, his job. He is very active and loves 

outdoors activities. He values new experiences and 

unique products.  

• His favourite social media platforms are Instagram to connect with his 
friends, follow the brands and athletes he likes, and Youtube to watch 
videos of mountain bike and skateboard.  He also has a Facebook account 
that he used to connect with family or as a news feed, and influenced by 
friends and media, he recently subscribed to a TikTok account. 

• To find a vendor, Sean sometimes looks at reviews, that he finds on Google 
or Yelp (but does not trust them completely), and prefers referrals from 
their co-workers, friends or family.  Even if he has his favourite addresses, 
he likes exploring and discovering new places.  

• Pain points: As a team player and a family guy, Sean needs his girlfriend or 
friends/family approval.  

• He wants good quality, good service, feeling like he “belongs” to the place 
when he goes somewhere, nice aesthetic and design, be surprised, diversity. 

• He does not want a bad service, feeling transparent, a lack of brand identity, 
buying to a (restaurant or home design) chain. 

• Sean is a loyal customer when the place and the product match with his 
lifestyle and values: local production, unique identity, innovation, open lines 
of communication.  

• Sean will promote the brands he likes on social media if he has the 
opportunity to do so. 

PERSONA PROFILE  | Who is he?



SECONDARY TARGET

Suzie is 29 yo and lives in the West End. 

She is an account manager in the tourism industry,  

has a decent purchasing power and is currently  

dating. 

She is comfortable with social media and new technologies that 

she also uses daily. She mostly follows accounts about food, 

selfcare (such as yoga) and travel.  

She cares about environment, her family and friends. She is born 

and raised in Vancouver with a Korean background and really 

cares about multiculturalism. She loves cooking, especially with 

organic products, and DIY (Do It by Yourself). She values creativity, 

local initiatives and community spirit.  

• Her favourite social media platforms are Instagram to post pictures of 

her cooking creation, Pinterest to find DIY ideas and Youtube for new 

recipes and tips. She also uses Facebook:to be part of groups such as 

Vancouver Foodies and to connect with her family and Snapchat with 

friends. She is using Bumble as a dating app.  

• To find a vendor, Suzie listen to the suggestions of her virtual groups 

and magazines like Edible. She also looks at reviews (Google, Yelp, city 

guides…) but she likes making her own conclusion. She has favourite 

addresses, but she likes exploring and discovering new places.  

• Pain points: Suzie is really picky about the quality of products and the 

consistency of it. 

• She wants good quality, good service, authenticity, local products. 

• She does not want feeling like the product or service is average. 

• Suzie is a loyal customer and will engage with a brand if she feels 

valued and respected, and when the brand matches with her values: 

local production, high standard of work and authenticity.  

PERSONA PROFILE  | Who is she?

https://www.facebook.com/groups/vancouverfoodie/


STRATEGY

• Get the consumers involved by asking for their participation (content creation) > engagement (primary + secondary targets) 

#houseofheaven 

• Create a press kit about the campaign (target: food and news magazines, guides, influencers, TV, radio - multichannel) 

• Build partnerships with local media: Edible Magazine + Vancouver Is Awesome (VIA) Podcast + food city guides like Bon 

Appétit  

• Compose a jury of experts for the final choice (be fair during the selection process > etiquette): Ann, Head Coffee Roaster at 

HOF + HOF Chef + a Vancouver Pastry Chef known for its excellence (guest jury) + a food critic (from Edible?) 

• Post clear rules of the contest on the website (etiquette) 

Key Stakeholders and Key Actions

https://www.bonappetit.com/city-guides/package/vancouver
https://www.bonappetit.com/city-guides/package/vancouver
https://www.vanmag.com/meet-chefs-behind-sweet-plates-eat-pastry


Note: it would be a good idea to have coffee beans in the background to point out that the dessert must be made with it 



PLANNING

Media

Once the rules have been established and the jury selected, the brand can develop 

partnerships with local media like Edible magazine and Vancouver is Awesome (jury 

spot for one, exclusive cover for the other) and send a press kit to a media list. 



Official launch

HOF can now publicly announce the project on social media (Website + 

Facebook + Instagram): “We want YOU to be part of the House of Funk 

adventure! Help us to create our first dessert HOUSE OF HEAVEN. Make it 

legendary!”  + link to the rules and details. 

One of the criteria would be the use of the HOF coffee beans.  

Partnerships must be official and displays on social media of partners as 

well.  

The announcement will also be made on local (BC) Foodies Facebook 

groups such as Vancouver Foodies to reach out the targeted virtual 

community.

3 weeks
#houseofheaven with @ediblevancouver

We want YOU to be part of the House of Funk adventure! 



Participation.1: first selection by vote

The first step of the selection consists in posting pictures of the creation 

with a brief description and the hashtag #houseofheaven. The 3 most 

popular desserts (voted on social media) would be selected for phase 2. 

All the participants would be rewarded (eg: one 16oz Draft offer or coffee 

beverage to each participant on site). 

Participation.2: the final selection

After 7 weeks, the 3 most popular desserts are selected by vote. The 

creators are invited for a special event at the HOF venue in North 

Vancouver to realize their creation with the HOF Kitchen team (it is 

about having a nice experience, not a stressful competition). The media 

partners are there (VIA podcast is recording, a Food Youtuber as well).

7 weeks

1 night

#houseofheaven #5 by @foodiesuzie let’s
share, like, vote for this incredible and unique dessert // LINK IN BIO!!



Post Event
All the finalists win a $200 package of HOF products. The jury decides who is the winner, who 

will be interviewed by the press and will be in the Edible and Bon Appétit articles. She/he also 

wins a private cooking class with the Chef guest jury and she/he will be honoured on the HOF 

social media. The dessert is now on the menu!


